GCSE ART 10B
EASTER IL

(READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY)
EDMODO CODE: 6vse9v
Please join to communicate with me and submit photos of
your outcomes for comment.

Please have a look at the portion of your project structure I have pasted below (you were all given a copy of this):
I have highlighted in green the tasks I have set you so far.
In red are the tasks we haven’t completed yet.
In yellow are the tasks I would have set you for Easter IL before the current situation.
If you have stuck images onto your mind-map (even though it says not to on the structure) it’s fine, as I didn’t draw your
attention to it. You will notice that we skipped a step (in red), this is due to the change in circumstance and to give you a
bit more time to research and think about your idea. After the break we’ll focus on the tasks in yellow, to give you a
chance to develop your ideas a little more. (although you can’t go to a gallery at the moment, we’ll work around that!)
Spring term 2- 18th March- 3rd April (3 weeks + 2 weeks Easter break): Student lead
Mind Map exploring one aspect of your identity (single or double page- only words and drawings, no images stuck in)
1-2 double pages of references and sources relating to your idea- these can be in the form of photos and secondary images. In response
to and alongside these, create high quality detailed drawings (pencil, biro, pen). Include only purposeful, specific images, photos and
outcomes that you intend to respond to or work with directly.
Artist study to influence and inspire the direction of your ideas including analysis (double page).
Easter IL- Write final piece proposal. Create 3 thumbnail designs for your final piece (Catch up with unfinished work so far).
Easter IL EXT- Go to a gallery or museum and make connections with the work you see. Link to your own project. Research purposefully
before venturing out! Galleries/ museums: Tate Modern, Tate Britain, Design Museum, V&A museum, Saatchi Gallery, Victoria Miro
Gallery, Whitechapel Gallery, The Royal Academy of Arts, Barbican, Hayward Gallery, National Gallery, National Portrait Gallery,
Serpentine Gallery etc.

AO3- Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses.
During the Easter break we will focus on this task (from the structure):
q 1-2 double pages of references and sources relating to your idea- these can be in the form of photos and secondary
images. In response to and alongside these, create high quality detailed drawings (pencil, biro, pen). Include only
purposeful, specific images, photos and outcomes that you intend to respond to or work with directly.
We will approach this slightly differently now as we won’t all have access to the same resources. Originally, you were
going to take photos and gather images that link to you idea then create high quality drawings of these, but we wont
all be able to do that so please read the instructions below carefully.

EASTER TASK- DEADLINE 20/04/20

Create four high quality drawings using pencil, pen or biro of objects and images that relate to your idea.
These could be from life (a real object in front of you), from images or photos you can view on a screen, or from
any physical images or photos you have.
So: Four drawings - based on images or objects that relate to your idea - use a pencil or pen - (min) double page
The challenging part of this task may well be deciding what you are going to draw. Once you have decided, make
sure you are producing quality outcomes, focussing on the formal elements of line, tone, shape, form, detail etc.
..ANY QUESTIONS OR INDIVIDUAL EXTENSION SUGGESTIONS – ASK ME ON EDMODO..

Drawing personal objects (primary source):
Choose objects that mean something to you and relate to the
aspect of your identity you’ve chosen. If drawing more than one
object, consider the arrangement you are putting them in.
Whether using pen or pencil, focus on detail, shape, proportion
and capture all tones/ shades you can see.

Drawing imagery that captures your idea:
Choose images that really capture the character of your ideayou could draw the same image in a few different ways or from
different angles. Consider how you are arranging everything on
your page for full effect.

Mark Making techniques:
Especially when using biro pen, try out different mark making
techniques- try loose line sketches, scumbling, stippling, hatching
etc.. But remember to use these purposefully, to try and emphasise
or enhance your own ideas.

